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Elementary Bipartite Graphs and Unique Colourability
GA´BOR BACSO´
The Clique-Pair-Conjecture (CPC) states that a uniquely colourable perfect graph, different from
a clique, contains two maximum size cliques having a two element symmetric difference. One can
make an auxiliary graph B from a minimal counterexample for the CPC (if any exists), this B is
bipartite. We prove that B is elementary. Furthermore, we give a characterization of the minimal
counterexamples, in terms of the constructed auxiliary graphs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
After more than 35 years, the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture (SPGC) remains open. How-
ever, some significant weaker forms of it have been proved, and several new branches of
combinatorics were inspired or even generated by the SPGC.
Berge [6] introduced the notion in 1959 in Dobogo´ko˝, in connection with the Shannon
capacity of graphs.
Padberg’s theorem is the most interesting from the point of view of our note:
THEOREM (PADBERG, 1974, [13]). If we delete an arbitrary vertex of a minimal imper-
fect graph, then the remaining graph is uniquely colourable.
The above theorem suggests the following: a possible way of exploiting the fact that removal
of any vertex gives a perfect graph is to study uniquely colourable perfect graphs.
This job has been started in a paper of Tucker [16]. References [8, 9, 12, 14, 15] and [1–5]
followed this line.
Many specific conjectures were published (or announced) in this subject. There are con-
jectures on the combinatorial characterization of uniquely colourable perfect graphs, too. A
simple linear algebraic characterization was already made by Fonlupt and Sebo˝ [8]. To state
the result, we define here a useful notion:
For a graph G, its clique rank r(G) is the linear rank of the set
{vQ : vQ is the characteristic vector of a maximum-size cliqueQ in G}.
RANK THEOREM. A perfect graph G is uniquely colourable if and only if r(G) = |V (G)|−
ω(G)+ 1.
There is a conjecture which is weaker than all the others and is still not proved:
Clique-Pair-Conjecture (CPC). If G is a uniquely colourable perfect graph, and not a clique,
then it contains a clique-pair.
Even this conjecture is open.
In this paper we investigate the minimal counterexample for the CPC in general (if any
exists), and we prove results on its relation to elementary bipartite graphs.
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
Any definition and notation, not given in this section, can be found in [10].
The graphs here will be simple and undirected. The vertex set of a given graph G will be
denoted by V (G), the edge set by E(G). We denote a graph with vertex set V and edge set E
by (V, E).
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A clique in a graph is a subgraph with pairwise adjacent vertices. (It need not to be maximal
under inclusion.) Let ω(G) denote the maximum size of a clique in G. A clique of size k will
be called a k-clique.
A clique-pair in a graph G with ω(G) = ω means two cliques of size ω, whose intersection
has size ω − 1.
The notions of (minimum) colouring and chromatic number are well-known. The latter will
be denoted by χ(G) for the graph G. A graph G is perfect if χ(H) = ω(H) for every induced
subgraph H of G. A graph is uniquely colourable if its vertex set has only one partition which
is a minimum colouring.
A minimal imperfect graph is a graph which is not perfect and, deleting any vertex from it,
the remaining graph is perfect.
A bipartite graph is elementary if it is connected and each of its edges is contained in a
perfect matching. In [11], many further equivalent definitions can be found.
For a given graph G, in the real vector space, induced by the incidence vectors of all the
ω-cliques of G, all the bases, consisting of ω-cliques are called clique bases.
By the Rank Theorem, all the clique bases of a uniquely colourable perfect graph contain
exactly |V (G)| − ω(G)+ 1 elements.
3. THE RESULTS
DEFINITION. H is a large subgraph of G if it is an induced subgraph of G and ω(H) =
ω(G).
DEFINITION. G is a minimal counterexample for the CPC: the CPC if the CPC is not true
for G but it is true for all of its proper large subgraphs.
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with ω(G) = ω and R be a system of ω-cliques of G, Q ∈ R.
The bipartite graph B := B(G,R, Q)) with colour classes D and F is defined as follows:
One of the colour classes will be D := V − Q, F := R − {Q} the other. For x ∈ D and
K ∈ F , x K is an edge iff x ∈ K .
REMARK. For some ω-cliques K of F , the number of neighbours of K in the graph B may
be smaller than ω.
CLAIM 1. G is a minimal counterexample for the CPC if and only if it is uniquely colou-
rable and its proper large non-clique subgraphs are not.
THEOREM. Let ω(G) = ω, |V (G)| = n. G is a minimal counterexample for the CPC if
and only if
(1) G is uniquely colourable and for every clique basis R of G and every Q ∈ R, B =
B(G,R, Q) is an elementary bipartite graph.
PROOF. The ‘only if’ part.
First, by the Rank Theorem, r(G) = n−ω+1. So the colour classes of B have equal sizes.
For the elementarity of B, by (iii) Theorem (4.1.1, p. 122) of [11], it is enough to prove that
for any ∅ 6= X ⊂ D, the number of neighbours of X in the graph B, is at least k + 1 where
k = |X |.
Let H be the subgraph of G induced by the vertex set V − X . H is a large proper subgraph
of G since Q ⊆ V − X and X 6= ∅. So, by the minimality of G, the CPC is true for H . From
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X 6= D, H is not a clique and thus it is not uniquely colourable. Consequently, by the easier
part of the Rank Theorem, r(H) < |V (H)| − ω(H)+ 1, i.e.,
r(H) ≤ n − k − ω.
The number of neighbours of X in the graph B is equal to the number of cliques in R,
intersecting X . This equals
|R|−|{ cliques inR, contained by H}| ≥ (n−ω+1)−r(H) ≥ (n−ω+1)−(n−k−ω) =
k + 1.
We are done, B is an elementary bipartite graph.
The ’if’ part.
Conversely, suppose (1) is valid for G. If it is not a minimal counterexample then, because
of the rank condition and Claim 1, there exists a proper induced subgraph H , different from
a clique, which is large and uniquely colourable. Consequently, r(H) = m − ω + 1 where
m = |V (H)|. Let us pick a clique basis K for H and let us extend it to a clique basisR of G.
Taking an ω-clique Q from K, and applying (1), we get that B = B(G,R, Q) is elementary
bipartite. Let X be the set V − V (H). |X | = n −m. H is a proper subgraph of G thus m < n
and X 6= ∅. Furthermore, X is not one of the colour classes of B. All the ω-cliques in K are
contained in V (H), so the number of neighbours of X in B is at most (n − ω) − (m − ω)
(since Q is not the vertex of the graph B). So the number of neighbours of X is at most |X |,
contradicting the elementarity of B.
The Theorem is proved.
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